
Sections B to G of this guide will outline some of the main theories in social work, and it

will familiarize or remind you about the relevant theory base. The remainder of this

section provides ideas about how to recognize the application of these theories in your

practice learning opportunities.

From the contributions made by students in this guide, you will find that different methods

work for different individuals and settings. We will attempt to use a ‘belt and braces’

approach by going through some ideas in this section, and by suggesting possible ‘tips’ by

way of activities and discussion points which you can use throughout the remaining

sections of the book.

Whenever you are considering how theory is applied in practice, remember the following

points:

• No single theory can explain everything. An eclectic approach is usually required (see

Section H).

• Different professionals may draw on different theories given the same presenting situa-

tion. There is no right or wrong approach – just boundaries of good practice.

• Theories of different types may be used at different points during intervention.

• Some theories may complement each other, but others may clash and may not be

appropriate to use together.

• It is important to recognize that some theoretical approaches do not work with some

people. 

• You should take a critical reflective approach to theory. If it does not ‘work’ it is important

to ask yourself why not. Can you adapt certain aspects to make it helpful?

• Always apply the value base of social work to theory – much of the theory used within

social work is drawn from outside the profession. Theory may have its roots in educa-

tion, psychology, or management. And, as such, it might not incorporate social work

values and you will need to take responsibility for applying them. 

• An anti-oppressive approach is always vital – you should critically evaluate any theory

you use from an anti-oppressive standpoint.

• Remember that you are not neutral and you are interpreting theories based on your own

social and personal location, contexts and experiences.
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A good working knowledge of theory is important because each client is different and

requires alternative approaches that are suited to particular circumstances, needs and

cultural requirements. 

You will also need to describe the actual application of theories when asked about your

practice and decision making. You can’t just answer the question, ‘What theories did you

use?’ by saying ‘task centered practice and anti-oppression’. That’s not applying theory to

practice – it’s plucking a few phrases from a book.

This is what makes the difference between someone who is studying for a professional

qualification in social work and one who acts on instinct or ‘gut’. If someone is profession-

ally qualified, there is an expectation that they act ethically, with knowledge of why they

make certain decisions, and that they are able to justify these, to managers, other profes-

sionals, vulnerable people and their families. 

The boxes at the end of each chapter are about linking theory to practice learning. They are

aimed at giving you ideas to reflect on each theory so you can consider how it may be

applied in different practice settings, why the theory may be useful, and the limitations of

each approach or model.

Supervision sessions are about giving you opportunities for reflection on decision making

processes in relation to the use and application of theory. You need to feel confident in

SECTION A: Social Work Theory and Practice
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Aim to clearly describe

• what you did

• why you did it (this will include the theories you used)

• how you applied theory

• why you applied theory

• how  the clients or your social and personal location influenced what, why and

how you applied theory

• the context and how it might influence the choice of theories

• any embedded theories you considered

• what worked and how your experience could influence your choice and applica-

tion of a theory in the future

• other theories that might be relevant to a situation or individual and why you

chose not to use these theories



discussing your choices and means for coming to a decision. You also need to see theory

as something dynamic which is open to critique. A worker who accepts everything which is

‘known’ is not thinking through application fully. A competent practitioner is one who makes

informed decisions and choices with knowledge, understanding and conscious reasoning. 

It is important that you to grasp all opportunities to observe other workers putting theory

into practice through their assessments and interpretations. This will help you build your

confidence to try what works for you and to move away from the concept of theory, as

something purely academic and taught, to something used by everyone in the field.

Try not to be too anxious about discussing theories in supervision. Use the opportunity to

talk to your field instructor about your understanding of different theories and how you are

learning to link them to your practice.

A Straight Foward Guide for Social Work Students
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What theory
did you use?
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I have just finished the first of three placements that I am
required to complete as part of my social work degree. I was
placed at a residential school for children with severe learning
disabilities. During my placement I was asked how I applied
theory into my practice. This puzzled me, as I had not ques-
tioned how I applied theory before. I was unsure if I could
explain this since I thought it was a natural process for social

workers because we consider people’s lives, looking for answers
to their situations. It was not until I actually thought about it and reflected on
my practice experience that I realized I had done lots of different things to
assist me in applying theory and it was not that natural a process at all. 

I prepared for practice by reading a couple of social work theory books. This
gave me some basic knowledge to draw upon when I began my placement. During
the placement I constantly asked questions. When working alongside different
staff, I used the opportunity to gather as much information as I could. I asked
the same questions to therapists, teachers, caregivers and family members to
gain different views and perspectives about one situation. I read original case
files, which pointed out things to me that staff had not mentioned. I would also
jot down things that I didn’t understand so I could research them later. I tried
to explore all possible avenues, looking at situations from different viewpoints. I
critically reflected on my practice in supervision sessions with my practice
educator and used this valuable time to discuss different theories. I carried a
really good theory book around in my bag so I could look things up that I was
unsure of or just to refresh my memory. I regularly re-read chapters of the
book keeping particular clients and particular situations in mind. As I did so I
was able to see parallels between what the theory said and what I knew of the
client’s situation. 

All of this helped me to apply theory to my practice. I was always aware that no
one theory answered every question, but they were there to enable me to
explore different ideas and provided me with some possible explanations into
the complexities of the lives of some of the people that I worked with. 

Tor Meadows

Tips from Students




